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_____________________________________________________

Dear winner!

It is very time consuming to locate your photos, to package them for sending 
in the best way, and to process your request including the accounting.

TIBORFOTO can deliver all photos made during the awards. The buyer has the 
right to use those in any media, without any restrictions or time fence but NOT 
to cede to the third party.

DELIVERY
The original files will be delivered (after the payment is completed) directly to 
your E-mail address, via WE TRANSFER https://www.wetransfer.com 
ORIGINAL FILES are upp to size : 7360 x 4912 pixels • Compressed JPEG • 
approx 18 -25 MB/photo

The easiest way to order your Gourmand award photos on the stage, is to 
send me an email, with the information about the category you won.
You'll receive link to all the available photos, where you can choose those you 
want to get the original files. Here is an example of the photos already 
purchased by Michele Shirlow, Taste of Ulster, Northern Ireland: 
http://www.tiborfoto.com/GOURMAND2015/Jalbum/TIBORFOTO-how-to-order/

Payment via PAYPAL online!  ( >>> If you don't have PayPal you can open an 
account here:   www.paypal.com   )  

You can pay even through BANK TRANSFER 
I'll provide you with all necessary information, just send me an E-mail 
to: tibor@tiborfoto.com      Money transfer charges will be paid by the buyer.

CHARGE & FEES price for each original photo – 50 € + service charge/order

For EU countries only! VAT will apply ( + 25% Swedish Tax) if y'r company 
doesn't have a valid EU VAT Nr. Check it here: 
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/?locale=en

PHOTO CREDIT = BYLINE must be attached whenever the photos are 
published on any media, on-line, print. For online © information click here!

The spelling for photo credit, must be horizontally, readable as:    
Foto: Tibor BÁRÁNY © TIBORFOTO.com

*********************************************************
Thank you for respecting the rights of the author of the 

photography in a similar way to those of a writer or a publisher. 


